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A PHILOSOPHIC SURVEY OP

RESIDENT OUTDOOR EDUCATION
IN CALIFORNIA

Daniel Marshall Hynes, M.A.

California State College, San Bernardino, 1975
Statement of the Problem

Philosophic studies in the area of outdoor education
are few. The main aim of this project is to trace the devel
opment of philosophy existing in today's resident outdoor

education programs and survey elements of this philosophy
as they are found in resident programs of California.

Resident outdoor education is camping sponsored by a school
district or county for the purpose of teaching children
subjects which can best be taught in the out-of-doors.
Procedure

This descriptive project based its findings on the

examination of printed statements of philosophy found in
handbooks, outdoor education guides, and other materials
received from various county and district-sponsored resident

outdoor education programs in California, A total of one
hundred contacts were made, including all fifty-eight
California counties and forty-two districts known to have
been involved in resident programs.

This project traces the philosophy of outdoor

education as a method of education from ancient Egypt to

modern outdoor education programs in California. Throiigh a
review of literature and research on outdoor education,
common elements of philosophy in the forms of stated ob

jectives were then matched to each of Pitxpatrick's nine

goals for outdoor education.

Clinton Neal Fitzpatrick*s goals were approved by a
panel of experts in the field of outdoor education. They
represent the latest, and possibly the best, of the scanty

number of philosophic research studies done in the field.
The above objective-goal matchups became a tool of
comparison for printed objectives and other statements

containing philosophy found in the literature of the twentytwo California resident outdoor education programs under

study in this project. All fifty-eight of California's
counties were contacted for this survey, as well as fortytwo district-sponsored programs. The lack of a comprehensive
up-to-date list of California resident outdoor education

programs currently functioning remains a major need in the

field and is a limitation to this present study.
Though sixty-five percent of contacted programs

replied to the present survey, only twenty-two percent re

plied with materials useful and appearing to meet the defin
ition of resident outdoor education stated in this project.

All useful programs were therefore examined, with no attempt
at randomization. The programs under study, however, were

found to involve over 64',000 children and well over one
hundred school districts spread all over California.
Conclusions and Observations

The entire field of outdoor education remains a

relatively new, disorganized, and xinresearched area of

American education. There exists a great need for a central
organization to coordinate research efforts in areas of

need such as: (1) In-depth research into various historical

roots of the field, (2) Philosophical studies, (3) Broaden
ed administrative studies, (4) Empirical studies in the
i

!'

areas of curriculum and learning, (5) Studies on the educa^
tion of teachers for outdoor instruction, (6) Cognitive
studies in school camping With impressive findings, (7)
Further replication and Validation of the more impressive

affective domain studies, as well as replication and expan
sion of research in cognitive and psychomotor learning.
Designers of present resident outdoor education

programs appear to have borrowed heavily from existing

programs for philosophy. Philosophic differences separating
most of the exsunined programs were slight in terms of total

goals met. A mean average of eighty percent of Pitzpatrick's
nine goa.ls appeared to have been met by the programs studied.

Only four programs^appeared to meet all nine goals.

Goals II, III, and IX received mean average objective-goal
matchups of at least ninety percent among all twenty-two
programs. Goals I, V, and VI received good support, scoring
mean average goal-objactive matchups of between sixty-five
and seventy-eight percent.

Three goals received a mean average objective-goal

matchup of below fifty percent. It appeared that these goals

stressing development of self-reliance in the out-of-doors,
civic-mindedness, and vocational efficiency are no longer
emphasized as major components of California's resident

programs. There appeared to be a need for more clearly de
fined philosophy in teims of aims/purposes, goals, and
objectives in most of the program literature examined#
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General Introduction

Bie Nature of Outdoor Educational Philosophy
Outdoor education is really a method of education. As

such, it transcends all curriculum and shares the purposes and
philosophy of education as a whole. Ohe method of outdoor
education operates basically on the assxanqjtion and evidence

that some things are learned more quickly and thoroughly tiirough
direct, firsthand experiences in the out-of-doors, rather than
in the conventional classroom setting.
Resident outdoor education is merely outdoor education

Involving the additional advantages of an extended school
caii5)ing experience in an outdoor setting. As defined in this

^ paper, resident outdoor education is barely over thirty years
old in this cotmtry.

Being a method of education, resident outdoor education

has, from the beginning, looked to philosophic leadership
from two very significant sets of goals. These goals are those
established by the National Education Association's CJommission

on Reorganization of Secondary Schools in 1918, and the HEA's
Policies Commission's I938 statement of objectives.
Die Need for the Present Study

Both of the above mentioned sets of goals and objectives
i
i

have served as guidelines for the establishment of z*esident
outdoor educational programs in California since the first
.;

1

I
2

program was started by the San Diego City-County Can^ Cbramis

sion in 19k^, Diese same goals continue to guide the develop
ment of present programs as well,

Bie problem of this study is to trace common elements

of philosophy existing in resident outdoor education programs
functioning now in California and to coii5)are those elements as

they appear as written statements of philosophy, goals, and
objectives in the various available outdoor education handbooks
and guides. Research has indicated a need for a survey which

classified and organized stated educational philosophies of
these programs. Philosophic studies are one of five major
needs in outdoor education research.

^

Because outdoor education involves selection of what
can best be taught in the out-of-doors, counties and districts.
In the process of building their programs, copied programs

already under operation, picking only those goals, objectives,
.

■

■:

and philosophic elements which best suited their own needs.

'.l i''

Often wide variations emist, therefore, in regard to selection

I , ::

0'curriculum and philosophy in California's resident outdoor
education programs.

Further examination of written materials sent from

4
,

various county and district programs reveals that there are
many programs operating without guidebooks or with guidebooks

^ich contain no clearly written philosophic aims. Still other
districts are in the process of developing guidebooks and are
reluctant or unable to give them iqp.

statement of Alms

It is 'ttie intention of this project to contribute to
outdoor education research in an area of need.

This will be

done by use of present research to develop a format by which
a descriptive sxirvey can bo made, oomparing the phJlosophic
elements underlying various county euid district-sponsored

resident outdoor education programs functioning in the public
schools of California,
.i
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Definition of Terms

Outdoor Education. A method of teaching wherein established
topics and concepts which can best be taught outdoors are
taught outdoors.

it is on«. or
Formerly known as "school camping,"
^ ^ coiT5)onents of outdoor education. It is camp=

of this
a school district or county. In the context
Is school camping primarily for sixth graders
^ natural
t^ee
to onesetting
week. usually
Areas commonly
ught as being
to days
an outdoor
include
^yironmental and Ctonservation education, social living and
for

^
learningfor
considered
canqjing situation
would be selected
study.

natural to a

Outdoor Education. Outdoor education practiced on the
school grounds.

fiiviroiroental Educa^on. Ihe study of all things surroundinc

?SoilT ?ff®°^his existence, ll is aimed a?®devS^op?JS^
aSd t^?oin «
motivated to the recognition of problems
^
collective
actioneducation.
for solution.! It may be included
as one facet
of outdoor

■

Intelligent
liis natiiral environment throiigh the development.
renewal of natural resources for

aid future generations.2
culttu-al, andAnother
aesthetic
to benefit
present
and
facetneeds
of outdoor
education.
Activity.Oriented
Group".'
by B. RayofHorn
as those Who
are oriented toward
theIdentified
physical location

^ere an activity is conducted and feel than an interaction

IT
® necessary conditidn of
4-oward physical
®
•
^6se
people
are philosophically
oriented
education and recreation
education activities
conducted in an outdoor setting.3

4.. ,!Paper from the National Conference of the Cnn^eTM/s

•due?Wri^wf2rr970)!''°'
^Ibld,
3

Bepro

.^v^onment-Orlented Group". Horn's identification of those

who tend to view the use of the outdoors as a learning medium,

of communication, yet did not want to exclude
activities related to conservation education,^

"^nservation-Oriented Group". Identified by Horn as those
mo were generally conservation-oriented and felt that

outdoor education" encompassed those activities that focus
upon conservation ends.

These people tended to faVor those

intere8ts°^^^^^^ wildlife, natxiral science and conservation
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.Iteview and Critique or Research Llteratiire
Bie Meaning of Outdoor Education

An examination of the "Definition of Oterms" section of

this paper will reveal definitions for the terms "outdoor

education", "resident outdoor education", and other terms
appi»opriate to the topic under study. An examination of the

literature and research surrounding outdoor education, however,
will quiclcLy serve to point out the fact that outdoor education

terms are used interchangeably and that many discrepancies
exist as to the objectives of outdoor education,

illustration of the Interchangeability of terms may
be found by coit^jaring Erederick Partridge's definition of
"outdoor education" with a first-hand knowledge of the nature
p.'

i Sia;

^

program he was describing and also with
other definitions of "resident outdoor education",^ It becomes
obvious that some writers made no distinction between "outdoor
education" and "resident outdoor education". Still others

made even further differentiations in terminology, while writ
ers in this relatively new field of education defined "resident
Arthur Locke Partridge, "An Analysis of Pax*ent

tod Teacher Attitudes Towards Children's Experiences in the

Long Beach Unified School District's Outdoor Education Program,"
(Master's Biesls, University of HedLanda, 1965), p. 5.

1
7

outdoor education" in the broadest possible terms.7
B, Roy Honi and Gale B, Orford produced stTidies aimed

at catagorizing discrepancies in terminology and objectives
for outdoor education. Horn's study indicated the existence

of three prominent attitude groups accoxinting for dlpcrepan
cies over the term "outdoor education" among authorities in

the field. Ho identified the "Environmental-Oriented Grot^)",
the "Conservation-Oriented Group", and the "Activity-Oriented
Groiqj • Iho tiiinking of all three groi;5>s permeates the
philosophy of resident outdoor education programs In Califor
nia.

Availability of Eknplric^ Research

and Holtzer stated that very little sclenti
:

r

I

flc investigation had been conducted in outdoor education,
though more had been done in related areas.^ A year earlier,
Donald R. Hammerman stated that since 1930 there have been
approximately l5o studies conducted at the masters and doctoral

level, but that there was a notable lack of research connected
with philosophical Implications of the outdoor education
n 4./,
Gabrielsen
Charles
Ihe Role in
of
Ouy|oy2i^atl^.p(„e„
rork:andCenter
forHoltzer,
Applied Keeeareh
g

4-1, rrv.

Bom.
A Factor
Obward
Outdoor
Education"
asAnalysis
GivJn byoftheAttitudes
Members of
the

AAHPBR Council on Outdoor Education and Camping. (Oregon,
HIinois; Efllc Document Reproduction,

1970) 91

Orford, A Study of Outdoor Education md its

Objectives as a Basis for Determining Current !Erends~ (eRIC
JJocuraent Beproduction, BD0«2b93, 1973), ^0 pages,
p#

,^ ^Gabrielsen and Holtzer, ae_ Role of Outdoor* Educatinn.
'' ■
I ^

8

idovement,^®

George W. Donaldson and Alan D. Donaldson mention that

practically all outdoor education research to date has been
done in graduate schools as masters and doctoral theses,^

They claim that these studies have primarily concerned them
selves with resident programs and administration-upon subjects
easy to study, rather than on what is needed to be known,^^

Diey indicated philosophic studies as one of five major needs
in outdoor education research.l3 ghia lack of philosophic
studies make it feasible to examine alms, goals and objectives
for phaosophic insight into this present study.
George W, Donaldson pointed out that en^jirical studies
were few, poorly designed and had populations too small for

Valid results.l^ Ohe more impressive of the few empirical
studies which existed at that time had to do with the affect
ive domain. Diey showed positive gains among chadren in
personal-social characteristics following cas^, experiences.

Other notable gains were made in in9)roved relations, and Ira-

proved teacher-pupil relations. Cognitive studies were fewer,
less well-designed, and showed little or no difference between
door

S^oh

"^®s®arch In^ilications for Out-

W„c.Hon. Bnd

a"ialdson, "Outdoor

Si I?" its
Future,"
Journalp.of
pal Education,
andPTOmising
Recreation.
April 1972,
28,Health. Physi
^^Ibid.
^3ibid.

traditional and outdoor educational methods.

The 1930*3 and early 19l|.0's were the formative years of
resident outdoor education (formerly known as school camping).
During these years activities centered around the Life Camps-

National Camp (New Jersey) programs and around the activities
coming from the Kellogg fbundation*s three children's cao^s in

Michigan.^^ !Iliough none of them were available, Donald R.
Hammerman lists only a total of eight doctoral studies done

during the first two decades of outdoor education.^^ Of these,

only one appears to be experimental and eirplrical in nature,^®
Hammerman points out that many of these early studies were

really "attenpts to justify resident outdoor education as a

legitimate function of the public school

^

The late 19l+D*s and 19^0*s were marked by a concentration
of studies devoted to administrative and organizational aspects

of running an outdoor educational facility.^®

There were also

many studies, experimental in natiire, which were basically pro
posals for the iinploraentation of a specific resident outdoor
. j

school development.
- ■■

l^Ibid,
■,

,1

i,liiP"

16.

'Ibid.

171
Donald R. Haimnorman, "A List of Doctoral Studies on

Outdoor Education, •* Lorado Taft Field Ganqpus, Oregon, ILlinols.
18.

Ibid,, p, 3*

19

Hammerman, "Research Implications,"

i

:

20Ibid,

' v' 

•:

10

Nadlne A, Cragg*s empirical study evalxiatlng the yearround school can^ of Long Beach, California produced evidence
of ST^erior intellectual development among children vho had

experienced one week of school camp when coirpared to the

control groTip which remained in the classroom,21 ihis superi

ority was particularly evident in nattire study.

Social gains

and gains made in home-making and canp-living skills were not

as clear-out,

!lhis seemed to be a well-designed study mostly

in the cognitive domain,

Everrett Hebel produced a significant piece of enpir
ical research in 1956 conducted by the New York city Board of
Education in cooperation with Life Caaps and Life Inc.

A

class of thirty students that spent three weeks at canp made

significantly higher iaprovement in subject matter and person
al growth areas than did the control groups that stayed In the
city,

Oiiough not directly available, this study was described

by Gabrielsen and Holtzer,^^
Forrest Purman Evans examined the results on an ej^eri
mental arithmetic enrichment program couple ted under the
effects of a summer caiip over a period of six weeks and coveiv
. 5' y r ^

ing a range of 115 different caxip arithmetic enrichment

^Nadine A, Cragg, "An Evaluation of the Year-Aromd

^i;
■■i

School Camp of Long Beach, California," (Ph,D, dissertation,

■Qniversity of Michigan, 1953)# Dissertation Abstracts, Vol, 13,
Ho, 3, P. 333.

22ibld,

23Qabrlelson and Holtser, Role of Outdoor Education.
p. 15.

s
. " "y. .

11

e:q)erlenoo3,2l4. Bils cognitive study showed greater monthly
gain in Eirithmetic growth which was partly attributed to the
value of utilizing real day-to-day experiences in maintaining
arithmetic coinpetence.

There was a loss, however, of about

seven months in computation and four months in reasoning among
members of the experimental grot5>.

This was attributed to the

fact that the enrichment experiences required no pencil and
paper and the camp staff stressed reasoning processes during

the enrichment e::q)eriences,^^
An affective domain study produced by Roy Cole set out

to determine: (1) whether a work-learn cajtp for potential
drop-outs had more holding power than the regiilar high school
program for a conqsarison group of potential drop-outs idio

remained in school and (2) whether or not the camp helped
campers to irprove in their home, school and social adjustment

tpon their rotiam,^^ llhree sanple groups were used. Results
showed that the change of setting from the normal school rou

tine produced socially desirealxLe changes in the camperi"*
attitudes and in their behavior#

Some of the other changes

involved more friendly and cooperative attitudes towards adults,
teachers and school

^Pbri»e8t Purraan Evans, "The Effects of a Summer Camp
Qiricdiment Program." (Ed.D. dissertation, George Peabody College

for Teachers, 1957)# Eiasertation Abstracts, Vol# 18,No. 1, p.I03.

25ibid., p. 161|..
Cole, "An Evaluative Study of An Extra-Mural School
Carping Program for Adolescent Boys Identified as Potential

School Leavers," (Ed# D# dissertation, Wayne State Tftiiversity,
1957)# Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. 18, Ho, I4., p. 1299.

: 27Ibid#, p. 1300#

I
12

^

Another study in the affective domain was done by
Jerome Beker for the purpose of evaluating the effects of
school camping on the self-concepts and social relationships
of pupils.

This study was done on seven groups of campers

attending the Now York Iftiivorsity at SLoatsburg, New York.^®
Rsstlts showed the experimental groups attending school camp
showed more positive feelings toward themselves after the canq)

experience than before.

Those changes wore of greater magni-: =

tude than those of the non-candor control group, hOLSo, the
pattern of social relationships were Influenced in a positive

direction, Purthermore, these changes were even greater ten
weeks after the camp experience,

In i960, Genevieve Carter Stack produced an affective
sociological study evaluating the attitudes of fifth and sixthgraders toward self, classmates, school, teacher, candiug, and

friends prior and subsequent to a period of school camping,^®
Eight major conclusions resulted from this study,

!Ihere was

an over-all change to more positive attitudes toward school

camping, following the experience, with boys reacting more
positively to the concept than girls.
:l,

,

Students regarded school

,

Jerome Beker, "The Relationship Between School Canping
GLimate and Change in Children's Self-Concepts and Patterns of

Social Relationship," (Ed,D, dissertation. Teacher's College,
Coltonbia, 1959), Dissertation Abstracts,

29Ibid.

^^Genevieve Carter Stack, "An Evaluation of Attltudlnal
Outdomes of Fifth and Sixth Grade Students Following a Period

^

of School Canping," (Ph,D, dissertation. University of Okla
homa, i960). Dissertation Abstracts, Vol, 21, No, 2, p, 305

13

^

more positively after camp, with wide friendship patterns
exerting an influence for an inq>roved emotional tone in the

classroom. School camping served as a stronger stimtdus for

boys than for girls in rekindling interests regarding school,

. .i
M-

teacher, camping, self, and friends. Boys also formed more
friendships during caxcqj than girls,^1

Morris Davidson*s affective study, however, did show

a positive change on the self-concept scale he used, following
his experiment with fifth and sixth-grade children.32

Davidson Investigated the relationship between two opposing
school camp curriciiLa and measured changes in pigjll social

relationships and self concepts. Although one camp program
was aduLt-centered and one was child-centered, camper growth
In self concepts did not vary significantly between the two
approaches. Social relationships in both encampments ilso
showed positive change.

Stephen Nowlcki*s research and development study in
1970 for the Atlanta Public Schools was also in the affective

domaiii.33

Involved seventii, eighth, and nUitti grade pupils

and a total of 380 BLaek and Caucasian students over a five.
31Ibid.
■

'.

'■

4. 4

Davidson, "Changes in Self-Concepts and Socio

^
Ghadren As a Resxit
Diffe^nt
School
Cac?)
Curricula,"
(Ed.D.
dissertation,
Xtoiversity of California, Berkeley, 1965),
Dissertation
Ab
stracts, Vol. 26, No. 7, p. 3752.
33<

,-N

r«ve Seventh,
«a
"Evaluation
of(Research
the Camp Project
^r
Eighth and Ninth Grade
PupUs,"
and

Development Report, Vol. IV, No. 9, Blnory University, 1970),

Ik

and one-half-day camping experience.

This study attempted to

measure, though a program of conservation, ecology and nature

study, growth In piq>ll self-worth and self-respect and a great
er sense of responsibility.

Results suggested that the can5)lng

experience made the youngsters feel more In control of events,
and more confident In themselves.

Use of the Nowlckl-Stnidk

land Locus of Control Scale was made for these findings,
Mansfield Woolfolk discovered essentially no change In
self-concept in a randomly selected sample of 1.21^. children
picked from approximately foirrteen hundred campers In 1971

Ihere was, however, a 90 percent gain In group responsibility,
Joseph Adam Ealla experimented with the effects of a

four-day, off-caB5>us outdoor education program Involving
second year students enrolled In a two-year elementary teacher
35
preparation program.

Results showed the program contributed

to statistically significant and favorable changes in students'
attitudes on three of four scales related to conditions that

existed in the professional education classes.

There was no

statistically significant effect on attitudes concerned with
student to student relationships.

Project BACSTOP (Better Acquisition of Cognitive Skills

^%Iansfleld Woolfolk, Evaluation of the Outdoor Educa
tion and School Camping Program, Summer, 1971» (ResearSi ^d'
Development Report, Detroit Public Schools, Michigan:

ERIC

Document Reproduction, ED059825).
Joseph Adam Kalia, An Evaluation of an Interdisclplin

^y Program In an Elementary Iteaclier-Educa'tlpn Ci^riculxmi,
\

(Ph,Di, dissertation. University of Wyoming, 1972), Published,
(ERIC Document Abstract, ED075ll5).

15

^

!Qirough Outdoor Prograimulng) was a structirrod experience in
a wilderness setting used to generate changes in feelings
and attitudes of students and factiLty in seventh-grade
classes in Battle Creek, Michigan Public Schools.36

Die title is misleading, Biis is as much, or more,
an affective attitude study as it is a cognitive study. Dais

is about a series of structured experiences aised to generate
changes in feelings and attitudes of students and faculty in
seventh-grade classes in Battle Creek Michigan Public Schools.

Dae objectives were to: (1) reduce racial separatism and
racially related black/white incidents in the cafeteria and

buses, (2) reduce absenteeism by Improving Interpersonal
relationships, and (3) increase student performance on stand

^

ardised tests. Interesting study, but too many variables to
control.

Historical Research

Studies into the historical background and development
of caii5>ing and outdoor education seem plentiful. In-depth
studies into various historical roots of the field, however,
are not plentiful and are listed by Donaldson and Donaldson as
-

a prime research need in outdoor education,37
'

;

Dorothy Lou MacMlllan traces the beginnings of outdoor
education in this country to the first recorded experiments of
.

Creek Public Schools, Project BACSTOP (Better

Acquisition of Cognitive Skills Through Oubdoor Programming).

Evaluation Report 1972-1973, (ERIC Document Reproduction,
KDO82896)•

37n,n«idson and Donaldson, "Its Promising Future," p.28,
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willlam Gmm, generally considered "the father of organized

camping".38 james M. Clarke, Julian Smith, and others, also
contributed historical research.39 ihoraas J. Rlllo, a prolif
ic writer in tha field of outdoor education, covered education's

connection with each of four types of camps: private camps,
agency cair^js, church camps, and Institutional camps.^
George W, Donaldson and Oswald H, Goering offer Insight
Into philosophy and many other aspects of outdoor education,^
Donald R, Hammerman examined the premise that the development
of camping education was a natural outgrowth of the socio

economic forces at work In America between 1930 and 1960,^
California's 19i(.6 entry into outdoor education, throu^
the launching of a San Diego City-County program, is researched

by Schram, Boehling, and others.^3 ihere Is a need for tqj

■n

dated studies on California's ever-Increasing Involvement In
38

Dorothy Lou MacMillan, School Camplnpt and Outdoor

Education, (Dubuque, Iowa: WllFfaln (j; Brown Co., 19^6), p. 2,
39

James M. Clarke, Public School Camping. (Standord:

Stanford University Press, 193I), p. 20 Ianith mentioned below).

^Thomas J, Rlllo, Historical Background and Development

Eduction. (ERIC Document Reproductlnnj '

IjIt,

Donaldson and Goering, "A Synthesis," pp. 3-10.

^Donald R. Hamnierman, "An Historical Analysis of the

Sodo-Cultural Factors that Influenced the Development of
School Candling," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Pennsylvania State Tfaiver
sity, 1961, University Microfilms No. 61-2370).

^^WUbur Sdiramm, Classroom Out-of-Doors, (Sequoia Press

Publishers, Kriamazoo, Michigan, 1969), pp. 1-193; Bosalle Kerr
Reding, A Survey of the Outdoor Education Program of the
^alto School District," (A Master's Project, tfniverslty of
RedLands, 1959.

4
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outdoor education programs.

I

Summary and Need for FHitvire Research

Outdoor education is relatively new to the field of

education. It lacks well-designed empirical research in many
areas,

Donaldson claims the stTjdios which have been made are

poorly designed and have poptiLations too small for valid re

sults,^ Most research in outdoor education has concentrated
on school car^jing and administration, leaving the rest of the

field in need of research.'4-5 Cognitive studies made In school
camping programs are few with unimpressive findings,'4-^ More
*'®11**designed cognitive studies are needed, but there also

exists a critical need to validate the existing more inqpressive
affective domain studies through replication, as well as to
e:q>and research in this area,

'

Donaldson:identifies five areas of outdoor education in

partictdar need of enqjirical studjf: (1) Ih-depth research

into the various^historical roots of the field, (2) Philoso
phical studies, (3) Bmpirical studies in the area of curricu

lum and learning, (ij.) Broadened administrative studies, and
(5) Studies focusing on'the education of teachers for outdoor

instruction.^^

^

Administrative research was examined but considered
-•

irrelevant to the philosophic nature of this project. Doctoral

^Donaldson and Goering, "A Synthesis," p, 6,
^Ibid,

^Ibld,
k7

Donaldson and Donaldson, "Its Promising Future," p, 28,

:5^:l
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dissertation abstracts were used where original full-length
copies of" the originals were not available or financially
feasible.

Specific questions left unanswered by outdoor education

al research or which need further validation are many. Some of
these include:

1. What are the motivational elements in a camping experience
which effect children?

2. What elements of subject matter can best be taught in the
out-of-doors?

3. Can a group experience actually change the personality of
a child?

ij..

What outdoor education experiences contribute most to the
development of the child?

To what extent is the learning rate of different age
children changed by a resident camp experience?

6. What type and quality of preparation for teachers is essen

tial to effective leadership in the out-of-door?'^®
One of the biggest needs in outdoor educational research

is the need for effective leadership to form "to focus research
efforts on what educators want and need ,to know about outdoor

education. Donaldson states.that, "Lacking such leadership,
it is doubtful that much relevant research will come about.

^ Oabrielsen and Holtzer, "Role of Outdoor Education",p.1?.
iiQ

^ Donaldson and Donaldson, "Its Promising Future," p. 28.

Hlatorical and Phllosophlo Foimdatlona

Philosophic Elements from the Old World
The philosophy of resident outdoor education in

is the basic philosophy of outdoor education^

tailored primarily to the needs of sixth-graders, and geared
to A school can^ setting which was designed as an extension

of the regular school curriculum. The central philosophy
of outdoor education can be traced back to the writings of
John Dewey and others who believed that a direct experience

is better than a vicarious one.^^
Karen Blomberg traces this belief in direct experience

to Comenius-more than 300 year# a^o.^^ William H. Preeberg
and others.,- however,- trace mistrust of dependence on the

written word back to the beginnings of writing itself.

William H. Preeberg and Loren B. Taylor mention that, "The
prehistoric period of man represented one facet of the out
door education program—«nphasis on direct and real life
50

Julian W. Smith, Reynold B. Carlson, George W. Donald

son, Hugh B, Masters, Outdoor Education. (Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), pp. 39-^0,
51Karen Blomberg, "Direct Experience Teaching in the
^
Out-of-doors," (A Master's Thesis, University of Minnesota,

1967, ERIC Document Reproduction, EDO33782) Por thesis she

traced this infomation to: Sujit K. Chakrabati, Audio-Visual
Education in India (Calcutta* The Oxford Book and Stationery
Company, 1962), pp. 31-32.
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i

experiences",-^

The accuinulation of knowledge through the use of
writing in ancient Efeypt gives us one of the earliest record

ed criticisms of overdependency on learning from the written
word.

Thamus, a well-known Egyptian king once said of writ

ing:

-

,

This discovery of yours will creat a forgetful
ness in the learner's souls, bocimse they will
"O-se their memories; they will trust to the

■

external written character and not remember

themselves. The a|ieci£ic which you have dis
covered is an aid not.to memory but to reminis
cence, and you give your disciples not truth,
but only semblence of truth; they will be hear

ers of many things and will have learned nothing,^'
Preeberg and Taylor also point out that India and the
Semitic nations helped elevate the positions of education «ind

^

teacher in society, improving pupil-teacher relationships
through close contact, India and the Semitic nations also

added an ethical spiritual fabric to education, though it
remained for Western civilizations to exalt the worth and

needs of the individual, . The purpose of education in the

West was to turn man's mind outward to his environment and to

ii&ture and to develop the individual's ability to make his own

P^S'Ce in society rather than accept the place assigned to him
i

by birth.

^^^Tliam H, Preebeirg,- Loren E, Taylori Philosophy of

Outdoor Education. (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Burgess Publls^ng
Company, 1961;, p. I39.

^^Ibid., p. 1M2,
$kIbid.

X'-:
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The contributions of ftncient Greece to education and

philosophy have been well documonted. Their significance to

the field of outdoor education are solidly rooted to the great
thinkers of Athens, birthplace of democratic living espoused
by outdoor education programs today. Proeberg and Taylor
state that outdoor education was a basic educational tech

nique in a Greek era which produced most of the essentials
recommended for sound educational practices.

The Greeks amassed large amounts of experience and

knowledge through their strong belief In observation, inquiry,
critical thinking and analysis of life about them. Aristotle's
use of the inductive, objective method earns him credit for
founding practically all the sciences,
ir-N
ft a

Wise use of leisxire time is another precept of outdoor
education programs, particularly resident programs. Aristotle
believed leisure to be the most important aspect of man's

life because it gave him time to contemplate and meditate.
Socrates taught in the out-of-doors or anywhere he saw
fit. The whole world was his classroom, as he believed that

education did not require a fornnal school or an organized

student body, Socrates was also probably the first person to
use the outdoor education technique which consisted of skill

ful questions and thoughtful answers, and forming concepts and

precepts——as a method of teaching.^^

^^Ibid., p. 152.
^^Ibid.

^Wd., p. 151.
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^

Plato is often credited with having fotinded the present
day school syateia.

Not only did he stress the importance of

training the body as well as the mind, but he was one of the
first educators to emphasize the principle of individual
differences in talent.
cA

whole of life,*^

Plato saw education related to the

It is this integrative apnroach to life as

well as Plato's entire method of teaching >^ich is consistent
with today's concept of outdoor education,
Jesus Christ used outdoor education methods in teach

ing the gospel.

The out-of-doors and the marketplace became

his classroom, providing a natural variety of subjects for
the simple parables He used to present the most sublime truths,

Christ's emphasis on love and compassion as a way of leading
children into learning laid the foundations of a new method
of education in direct contrast to the forceful coercion of

other methods.

Understanding and compassion were stressed by
go

Christ, rather than-the knowledge of facts,

Erasmus, one of the chief scholars of the Renaissance,
was influential in promoting outdoor education methods,

Erasmus criticized the narrv^w verbalistic approach to learning
fostered by the h^Imanistic movement of his time.

He advocat

ed the importance of practical experience to help clarify the

classics and believed that learning, morality and religion
were an integrated whole.

His conviction that education must

^®rbid,

^^Ibid., p, 157.
^°Ibid., pp, 161-162,

IK
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^

be open to everyone according to each person's ability is a
basic precept of modeim education,^®
The belief in learning through direct experience, so
essential, to the philosophy of outdoor education progreons
todny had a great boost in the seventeenth century from the
sense-realist movement initiated by Francis Bacon.

Perhaps

the best representative of this movement was John Amos
Comenius•

Comenius stressed sensoi*y learning as a basic funda

mental of primary education,

He believed that education

^

and life were related and that learning is best accomplished
by direct experience,

Comenius recognized the importance of

pre-school exposure of children to pictxire books at home and
produced Orbls Pictus. the first visualized textbook in
62

history.

He also realized that not all things should be

taught in the classroom.

The purpose of education to Comenius

was not simply to collect information, but rather to stir up
the creative urge and the imagination of the pupil.

Postering

the creativity of students is a main principle of many outdoor
education programs.
The seventeenth century saw the development of the
sense-realist movement.

In a larger sense, this movement was

^®Ibid^, pp, 161-1^^.
^bid», p, 167*

^^Bdger Bale, Au^o-VIsual Hethods in Teaching, (Hew
York; Dryden Press, 195^;)* PP. 59-60,
r\

-'Preeberg 8Bid Taylor, Philosophy of Education, p. 167.

2k

a fragment of a larger movernent which stressed the development
of scientific technology, in the eighteenth and noneteenth
centuries, outdoor educational philosophy gained renewed
emphasis on sense perception methodology from the idealistic
naturalism of Jean Jacques Rousseau*

Rousseau's writings contain the germ of the outdoor

educational principle of democratic living. He mentions the

democratic educational concerns of liberty, equality, and
fraternity and the natural social equality of the Individual
which would occur if men were allowed to exist free from dom^

ination by their fellow men.^^
Rousseau theorized that the traits of human person

ality would cause children to learn naturally and directly
ith

from nature,

Many of his colleagues and disciples, includ

ing Johann Bernard Basedow and Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
practiced Rousseau's theory by taking children on nature hikes.
Basedow and Pestalozzi's curriculum stressed nature

study such as that foimd in today's conservation and environ

mental-oriented programs but also included teaching arithmetic,
geography and physics. There was an effort to relate these

subjects to the practical needs and interests of the students,
In summary, the philosophic and historical foundations

li, ,
I

of modem resident outdoor education programs may be traced at

^Ibid,, p, 169.
Audlo-Yisuai Kgthods in Teaching, p, 60.
66

^o®^erg and Taylor, Philosophy of Outdoor Education.

'
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least as far back as the peripatetic school of Aristotle,

begim in the year 335

Though Eastern cultures helped

elevate the social, moral and ethical status of education,
thereby improving the position of the teacher as well, it
remained for the West to elevate the worth of the individual.
Certain philosophic elements of outdoor education have

been traced from the beginnings of Western civilization up
throvigh the nineteenth century. Philosophic elements contrib
uted by Eastern cultures include: (1) a belief in direct and
real life experiences; (2) a belief in the develooment of

spiritual values; (3) better teacher-pupil relationships.
Western society added the following philosophic elements
to outdoor education: (i;.) creative expression of the individ

ual; (5) belief in the effectiveness or the Socratic question
ing method of inquiry eommoa to outdoor education; {6) belief

in the integrativo approach to curriculum in education; (7)
'Use of the out-of-doors as a classroom or labora

tory in which to leam things'wtrt'ch may best be learned there;

(8) belief in the Christian ethic of compassionate guiding to
understanding, rather than'forceful coercion to learn facts

(begun in the Middle East but spread through Christian countries
West); (9) a belief in the principle of democratic liv

1 ,: '

^^ng; (10) ahelialLin the preservation of life and health;

■ ;

(11) a. belief in the value of leisure time.
87

ilosalie Kerr Roehllng, "A Survey of the Outdoor Educa

^on Program of the Rialto School District", (Master's Degree

Project, University of Redlands, Eedlands, California, 1959).
p. 1;..

'
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The late nineteenth centory saw Johann FViedrich

Herbart advance the beliefs of (12) development of personal
character and (13) the development of social morality#
t

Herbert Spencer contributed the beliefs in (li|.) vocational
activities related to earning a living, (1^) domestic activi

ties related to family living, and (16) social and political
activities related to citizenship.

With the precedence of

these sixteen philosophic elements behind it, ontdoor educa
tion vras ready to come to the United States,
Philosophic Developments in the United States

The sixteen philosophic'elements mentioned in the pre
vious section entered this country in the form of what was

called "school camping" as early, as l86l. At this time,
William Gunn, generally considered the "father of organized
camping", began one of the first recorded experiments in

learning through camping experience,^®
•

Resident outdoor education in this country, as wo know

i

i

it, had its beginnings as a public school function through a
grant from the W,. K. Kellogg Foundation to the public schools

of-Hichigan in 191^.0, It was clear frorrr the objectives that
v:,,';

resident outdoor education, then called "school camping", was
iV

integral part of. the public schools:
'
■ .k :

—

The content of the school, cmnping program was
focused on one objectivor to help the campers

. ' -

achi^e socially-?desirable attitudes, skills,
Interests., appreciation, and knowledge
^ four areas—social living, leisure pursuits

\'

68

Dorothy I#ou MacMillan, School Campin/^ and Outdoor

Education. (Dubuque, Iowa: William G, Brown Company, 1956),
p* 2.

, •iv;

.
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^

and healthful living and work experience.

;

With camping now a legitriinate function of public
education, ne\j resident outdoor education programs were free

to draw freely for philosophy from two very famous sets of
goals which were to become the backbone of future outdoor
education programs.

These .were the 191^ set of educational

goals established by the National Education Association's
Commission on Reorganiaation of Second airy Schools, and the
NEA's Educational Policies Commission's 1938 statement of
objectives.

The seven cardinal objectives contributed by the 1918
sets of goals were:

(1) health, (2) command of fundamental

processes, (3) worthy home membership, (1^) vocation, (5)
citizenshipj (6) worthy usa of leistire time, and (7) ethical
character*

The NEA's Educational Policies Commission's goals

of 1938 added the following concepts: (1) self realization,
(2) human relationship, O) economic efficiency, and (l^.)
■J,

■ y .

.

civic responsibility*
:• I

'I

Donald R* Hammeman examined the premise that the devel
opment of camping education was a natxiral outgrowth of the

socio-economic forces at work'in America between 1930 &nd 1960.'^^
Julian Smith, head of the American Association of Health, Phys
ical Education and Recreation mentions three major forces at
69

"

Gabrielsen and Holtzer, Role of Outdoor Education*.

"^^Ibid., pp. 13-1^4-.
"^^Ibid.
72

Donald R. Hammerman, "An Historical Analysis".
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work which infliionced and shaped the alms of early school

camping. Those forces include: (1) Industrialization, (2)
newer views on learning, (3) publicized reaction to the effects
of World War

Industrialization brought with it urbanization and smi

increased pace of living. Julian Smith, Reynold Carlson,
George Donaldson, and Hugh Masters have summarized the phil

osophic influences behind the need for living and learning in
the out-of-doors as follows:
1.

Urbanization

2. The frenzied tempo of modem living
3»

Automation and mechanization

I4..

Sedentary living

5*

Abstractions^

The same forces listed above have, according to these

authors, created basic human needs which can best be met, in
part, by outdoor education.

Those needs are:

1. The need for creative living
2.
3.

The need for physical and mental fitness
The need for roots in the soil

1|.,

The need for spiritual satisfactions

■

Tracing the influence of outdoor education philosophy
on CTUTictaum, George Donaldson writes that the philosophy of
early school camps was almost totally activity-oriented, with

little emphasis on form or curricular subject matter, such as
Science, and Math, except where needed to solve problems at
73

•
Saiith,
Carlson, Donaldson, and Masters, Outdoor Edu

cation, pp. 18-19,

"^^Ibid,, p. 1|..
t\

^^Ibid., pp. 9-12,
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hand,^^ Bie two cardinal principles, mentioned earlier, of
health and wise use of leisure received a great deal of
emphasis in the curricxilum of early outdoor education pro
grams up into the 19U0*s.

A book published in 1961 by AAHPER contains the follow

ing statement showing the activity-oriented philosophy still
comprising one element of outdoor education:
Bae entire school curriciilTmi must be concerned

as a tool for developing attitudes, understand
ings, knowledges and skills required for leisure
literacy,«7

Ihere was much public concern about physical fitness

after World War I,

Widely publicized statistics concerning

physical rejection from military sejrvice caused a great deal
of mandatory state legislation concerning health and physical
education.

State directors and supervisors were appointed to

state departments of education to give direction to school
:

districts.
f"-"

Bie fact that many early outdoor education pro

grams stressed physical education, health, and recreation can

be traced to these developments.^®
Since 1930*3 outdoor education programs have follow
ed L. B. Sharp's principle thesis underlying the iD5)lications
for all subject matter in all areas of study, and at

76QQQpgQ
About?"

Donaldson, "School Camping? What's it all

Taft Campus Occasional Papers, No. 11, (ERIC Document

Reproduction, ED051933).
Smith, Carlson, Donaldson, and hasters.

Outdoor Edu

cation. p. 19,

7Qlbid.
or 
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all levels. Sharp probably best stated the philosophy tinderlying outdoor education when he said:
That which can best be learned inside the clsss'
room should be learned there.

That which can

best be leanied in the out-of-doors through
direct experience, dealing with the native
materials and the life situations should there
be learned.

A look at some common objectives of outdoor education

as they appeared in the 1930'a, 1914-0's, and 1950's reveals

some interesting shifts in philosophic emphasis,

Early

objectives of the health-welfare camping period of the 1930's
were:

1. Healthful living
2.

Working

3.

Social living

1|..

LeisTire pursuits

The- 19ij.0'a saw a swing to an emphasis on social living:
1.^ Learning to live together
2*

Learning to work

3*
ij..

Learning about the physical environment
Learning to live healthfully

The order in which these listed objectives appear is
as revealing of the nature of philosophical priorities of a

given decade as is what has been deleted from the list. The

1950's saw not only the concept of social living take top
priority but also saw great expansion of outdoor education
programs.

Sputnik caused these programs to become curricu

lum-centered, rather than activity-centered.
79

L. B. Sharp, "The Place of Outdoor Education in the

Education of Children," Education. 73 (September, 1952): 22.
do

Donaldson and Goering, "A Synthesis," p. 5*
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One extreme had gone to the other#

Education for

the outdoors had reversed itself to education ^ the out
doors.

Outdoor education had begun to justify Itself

almost solely in terms of cognitive learning, and began to

"divide itself up" into academic disciplines.®^ William
H, P^eeberg, however, saw outdoor education as a method of

enriching oral and written expression, rather than as a

separate discipline,®^ As was mentioned previously,
outdoor education today Is seen as a method of teaching,
Donaldson and Donaldson saw a renewed enphasis on
outdoor skills and predicted a return of outdoor educa

tion to a better balance of cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor learning.

Obey predicted that, "outdoor

education will once again be education to and for the

outdoors",®^
Donaldson and Donaldson indicated philosophic studies

as one of five major needs in outdoor education research,®^
Very few resesucch efforts at this time exist to this area.

Perhaps the study most directly related to philosophy of

outdoor education was that made by Clinton Neal Fitzpatrick

®^Donaldson and Donaldson, "Its Promising Future,"
P• 27•

Q2ibid,

®^William H, Preeberg, "Outdoor Education—A Method of
Education," Illinois Journal of Education, LII (October, 1961)s
11-15.

^^Donaldson and Donaldson, "Its Promising Future,"
®5lbid,, p, 28,
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iiAio tried to (1) develop a statement of philosophy fop out
door education and (2) identify goals consistent with the

statement of philosophy,®^
Fitzpatrick analyzed the writings of educational
leaders on the biroad concept of outdoor education to determine
common elements.

philosophy,

From this was developed a statement of

A list of goals was obtained from a review of

literature and fi*ora a survey of persons in outdoor education.

Biese goals -were submitted to twenty directors of outdoor
education programs for approval and then to ten experts in
outdoor education, ten leaders in disciplines and profession
al areas of education, and ten superintendents of school

districts having outdoor education programs,®"^
F^om the approved goals, Fitzpatrick was able to de
fine outdoor education as follows;

A method which utilizes resources beyond the
classroom as a stimulus for learning and a
means for curricultmi enrichment,

Ihe know

ledge obtained through this direct approach
to learning should enable the individual
to better understand the unity of all life.
It should help him to develop a sense of
pride for the historical, educational, scien
tific, recreational, and inspirational values
that are a part of his heritage. Ultimately,
he should be able to play a more constructive

role in the society of which ho is a part,®®
f

AA

GLinton Neal Fitzpatrick, Philosophy and Goals for

Outdoor Education, {Ph,D, dissertation, Colorado State College,
1965; Ann Arbor, Michigan; Uhiversity Microfilms, No. 69
2839).

87Ibid".
88rbld'.
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P^tzpatrlck*s goals and statement of philosophy will bo
used in this project to design a tool for the comparison of
basic philosophic elements at work in resident outdoor edu»
cation programs in California,

Other significant research contributions touching
philosophy of outdoor education would have to include those

of Gabrielsen and Holtzer who condensed ten major aims of

outdoor education programs from an examination of some fifty
statements of objectives of outdoor education programs,

Shese statements Include resident programs as a major com*
ponent of outdoor education and are listed as follows:

1, To teach the elements of democratic living through
group living, planning, and sharing.
2.

lb provide direct experiences In the natxiral and
biological sciences,

3*

To teach the Importance and appreciation for
nattiral resovirces through realistic projects.

To provide the opportunity for meaningful work
experiences.

To teach the skills involved in outdoor recrea

- tion, such as: fishing, canning, boating, hunting,
and hiking,

6,. To teach personal health and safety,
?•

To provide the opportunity for students to
assume responsibility and develop self-reliance,

8, To provide the opportunity for enjoyable fun
experiences in the out-of-doors,

9.

To teach survival in the out-of-doors,

10, To integrate as much as possible the outdoor
experiences with the school curriculum,

^^Gabrielsen and Holtzer, "Role of Outdoor Education,"
P» 13*

3k
B, Ray Horn and Gale B, Orford produced studies aimed

at catagorlzlng discrepancies In terminology and objectives,*^®
Horn's study Indicated the exlstance of three prominent

attitude grotqjs accounting for disagreement over the term

"outdoor education" among authorities In the field.

He

Identified the existence and alms of the "Environment-Oriented,"

"Conservation-Oriented," and "Activity-Oriented", groups de
fined earlier In the "Definition of Terms" section of• this

paper.

An examination of these tenus i?eveals some basic

differences In philosophy.

Martin Humann Roger' Dissertation brought about the
development of twenty objectives for outdoor education.

These v;ere arrived at throu^ an analysis of literature on

outdoor education from 1925 to 1954*

by nine authorities In the field.

Objectives were approved

Bey objectives would In

clude:

(1) enrichment and integration of the curriculum.
(2) development of Improved human relations,
(3) better teacher-pi^jll rapport.
(i^.) self-reliance.

(5) social responsibility.
(6) adjustment to the natxiral, physical environment.
(7) Improved skill In the use of leisure time,

(8) promotion of physical development, health know
ledge, and so\md health practices.

(9) Improvement of active-comm-unlty cooperation and
understanding.

(10) Increase the capacity for purposeful work, scien
tific thinking, creaWveness, and worthwhile
emotional reactions.Vl

*^®Horn, A Factor Analysis.; Orford, A Study of Outdoor.
^^Martln Hxntiann Rogers, "Principles and Functions of
Outdoor Education," Ph.D. dissertation, Syracuse University,
1956), Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. 16, No. 16, pp. II4I6-I7,

V
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As has been previously mentioned, outdoor education

has no curricula of its own.

However, it can provide integrat

ed learning in four areas of learning stressed by most outdoor
programs as being leamable in the out-of-doors,

Biese areas

have traditionally included: (1) Democratic grotqj living,

(2) Healthful outdoor living, (3) Leisure time education, and
(i;) CSonservation education.
Philosophic goals and objectives for Environmental

education programs which have sprouted in the 1970's are in

their infancy as far as research is concerned,

These pro

grams are heavily weighted toward the conservation and natural

science areas of the curriculum.

Commissioner of Education,

S, P, Marland once cuinotmced that the American people were
determined to make the 1970's the "Sivironmental Decade":
,,,we now see environmental education as a new

approach to learning.

Even as attitudes of

individual worth, free agency, democratic con
sent, and cooperative effort are learned sub

conscioxisly in many parts of the school
curriculonn, so must new attitudes of environ

mental concern pervade each subject, each
course, and each discipline, whether mathe

matics, English, science, social studies, music,
or whatever.

Environmental education is inter

disciplinary, pervading in spirit of all teaching
at all levels,93
Environmental education, by definition, is bi»oador

in scope than the study of conservation and, when taught in

92Roi5ert E, Roth and Stanley L. Helgeson, A Pteview of
Research Related to Environmental Education, (The Ohio State

Itaiversity ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science,
Mathematics, €uid Environmental Education, 1972), p, 1*

93ibid., p. 3.
/ f,
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out-of-doors, becomes one facet of outdoor education.
The basic nature of environmental education Is concerned with

the study of mankind's relationship and Interactlcn with his

total environment, Ihis Includes workirg toward solution of
environmental problems. More specifically defined, "Eiiviron

mental Education Is a process of developing a citizenry that
is:

1, knowledgeable of the Interrelated biophysical
and sociocultiiral environments of tdilch man

is a part;

2, aware of the associated environmental problems
and management alternatives of use in solving
these problems; and

3*

motivated to work toward the maintenance and
further development of diverse environments

that are optimum for living,94.
I

Preliminary examination of guidebooks and materials

developed for newly developed programs show these programs
go under such titles as "Environmental education", "Cpnsor
vatlon education", and "Science laboratory". Some of these
programs seem heavily weighted toward the natural and physi
cal sciences, while others seem to have a more traditional

en5>hasla on total outdoor experiential learning.
Perhaps It is wise to hope that futtire development

of Environmental programs. In the process of seeking solutions
to man's technical problems, will not lose sight of values
basic to man himself.

Perhaps newly emerging programs will

embrace a balanced share of the following underlying concepts

^^Ibid, (Introduction)
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of outdoor education, as expressed by Preeberg and Taylor:
1*

first-hand experiences with subject matter
taught,

2.

integrated and correlated learnings resulting
from a study of nature,

3,

!(..

personal discoveries, investigations and reason
ing involved In nature study,

applications of facts to principles derived from
experiences to develop the art of critical think
ing through direct experience and through
relationships,

5, aesthetic appreciations and inspirations derived
from nature,

6, development of good physical and mental health
through active learning situations,

7,

development of group cooperation and human
relationship,

8, enjoyment of ch^lenging learning and recreation
al activities,95^
Philosophic Elements of California*s Program
The philosophy of resident outdoor education in

California is the basic philosophy of outdoor education,
tailored primarily to the needs of sixth-graders, and geared
to a school camp sotting which was designed as an extension
of the regular school curriculum.

Die establishment of Canp

Cuyamaca in 19ll6, started and st^jported by the people of
San Diego city and county, marked California's entry into
modem resident outdoor education.

Die San Diego effort was significant for two reasons;

(1) Being California's first and possibly most successful
99

'•'Freeberg and Taylor, Philosophy of Outdoor Education,

p. 235.
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venture into resident outdoor education, the San Diego pro
gram became a model of precedence for the establishment of
many other California programs, and (2) San Diego's coordin

ator and founder, Denver Fox, contributed philosophy which
was to affect future programs.

Die San Diego pilot school camping project showed
three types of educational contributions as a result of

teacher, parent, and student evalTiations of the experience. ■
Diese included:

1.

More knowledge gained about the natural world,
a better awareness of principles of health, and
the development of more cooperativeness and selfconfidence.

2m

Development of new interests, new self-realisations,
and spiritual gains,

3*

Better understanding by the teacher of the students
and better-relationships between teachers and
students,?"

Denver Pox lamented children's loss of a natural
heritage:

Die world in which children are living today is a
technical world of push buttons, automation and
remote control. Children no longer have a natural
heritage wherein they can orient and relate them
selves to sin^jle, natural laws of cause and effect.

Children need to have experiences that go beyond
Diey need to take part in activities
in idiich understanding and a strong feeling of purpose

abstractions,

grow directly from firsthand, real life situations."7
Since the Kellogg Foundation Workshop at Caiip Palomar

^^Gabrielsen and Holtzer, "Role of Outdoor Education,"
p. Ud.

^7Denver C. Fox, "Counselor's Guide to School Camping,"
A guide to the Instructional Program at the ELementary School

Camps, (San Diego, I960), p, iii. (Hlmeographed)
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in San Diego Coxmty in 1950, resident outdoor education pro
grams xmder the influence of heavy federal funding saw a
tremendous period of growth, even though this growth was small

in terms of potential.

By 1959 there were more than thirty-

one thousand children attending school camps in Califomia,

with 517 separate schools and 173 school districts operating

cauqjing programs.^®
It is very difficult, if not Impossible, however to
estimate the number of participating districts in Califomia

today.

Much funding dropped off in the 1960*8, forcing many

districts to either drop their programs or gain cotmty
sponsorship to make them economically feasible,

Bie latest

study done to ascertain the number of programs involved was

in 1971 by way of questionnaire with a 38 percent reply rate,^
County offices replied well, but the actual number of districtsponsored programs remains uncertain, indeed.

By 1959 the three largest carqjing programs in opera
tion in Califomia were San Diego City and County, Los Angeles

City and County, and the city of Long Beach,

Manley and

Drury, in a graduate thesis questionnaire, acquired the follow
ing data on objectives common to all school cait^is:
98Roehling, "Rialto School District," p, 6,
Qq

^'Melanie ELade, Califomia Conservation and Environ
mental Education Survey, (Sacramento, Califomia, California.
Department of Education, 1971)• p» 97.

^®®Ralph Bullock, "A Sxirvey of Parents', Teachers* and
Pupils' Evaluation of the Outdoor Education Program in the
Cucamonga School District", (Master's Ihesis, IJnlversity of
Redlands, RedLands, Califomia, 1963), I8,
'I'

■
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1.

5Do learn to live democratically with other child
ren and adults throiigh experiences in out-of-door
living, Ihe terns her© included such statements
of democratic social living, sharing responsi

bilities, getting along with others, group living
and planning,

2,

To leam to understand and appreciate the outof-doors, Ihis included tenninology such as
pioneer life, rural life, conservation, nature,
and natural resources,

3«

To learn to be more self-reliant.

Other terras

for this included personal independence, personal
growth, self-confidence, discovering new interests

and talents in one's self, self-realization, and
initiative,

To give to cancers an understeu^ing and practice
in rtiles of healthful living,

Hot common to all school camps, but frequently mentioned
were the following objectives;

1»

To give campers worthy skills in recreation,

2,

To msLke instruction more meaningful to the
students in such fields as science, social science,
language arts, creative dramatics, and music,

3*

To grow in those intangible outcomes often label
ed as "spiritual values".

To learn good methods and procedxares in camping,

5. To leam to observe rules of individual and gvovp'
safety.

Some school camps listed the following objectives:

1, Better teacher-ptpil understanding,
2,

Acquiring a bmader philosophy of life.

3, Opportunity for a meaningful experience in the
earning of savings,

l^..

Improved habits of observation (seeing rather

^O^Ibid., pp, 18-19.

lA
than merely looking)
Concerning the study of science in outdoor education,
Kenneth Pike stated:

Outdoor education can help individuals to vuederstand

the areas of scientific progress and add to those
general understandings of certain fundamental con
cepts which scientists and others believe to be

essential to the progress of society.^^3

Pike identified two basic kinds of science concepts

which can be demonstrated in outdoor education programs at
the elementary school level:

(1) those which are concerned

with understanding the nature of the visible world, and (2)

those which are concerned with i^lationships betwee=n forms#^®^
Because it is not uncommon in California for resident

outdoor education programs to run as long as one week in

length, it is not too surprising to find pilosophy advanced
concezming the best age for school camping of this length.

Although Donaldson and Donaldson predicted the decade of the

seventies "should end the dogma. Outdoor education is for
utpper elementary children", the fact remains that most
resident outdoor education programs in California are for
- i

r - ■' ■■ 'Ji:-., W.

sixth graders,^®^
102
Ibid.

^Kenneth Pike, "Outdoor Education Contributes to
Science and Conservation Education," California Journal of
Elementary Edueatlo n, 26 (November 1957) s 79-ti6.

^°^Ibid.

^^^Donaldson and Donaldson, "Its Promising Future,"
P. 23.

■ 'fr.
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James Mitchell CDLarke stated;

.. ,"the Camp Chiyamaca experience indicates that
sixth grade children are at a particularly favor
able stage of maturation and in a particularly
favorable classroom situation to profit from a
camping trip. At this age, coeducational carping

is practicable and has educational advantages,lOo
Holley Ashcraft, coordinator of the Long Beach resident
outdoor education program in its early stages. Identified

six reasons why school carping is particularly appealing
to the pre-teen sixth grader:
1.

He is adventurous. Ihe teacher takes advantage
of this through techniques of exploration, dis- .
covery, and first-hand experiences.

He uses

all his senses in the learning process. He
learns to observe carefvilly, the intricacies of
natiare about him, and through direct experience,
the story of natxu'e iinfolds for him in a natural
and realistic manner,

2,

Pie child is a realist. He wants to experience
things first-hand; he is not impressed by theory,
Pirough effective teaching, the interrelationship
and interdependence of all things in nature
become real and understandable.

3«

Ihe child continually seeks status with his peer

group.

He leams he must be tolerant, coopera

tive, helpful, sportsmanlike, and willing to
share responsibilities to "belong" in small group
living. He gains experience in democratic social
living,

.

i^..

Pie normal child wishes above all things to be
"grown up", and thus be Increasingly independent
of adults.

For some children it may be the first

time away from home for quite so many days and
nights.

5. Children need wholesome,,active outdoor living sind
the school caup provides an ideal environment in
which to attain it.

^O^BuLlock, "A Survey of Parents,'" p, 8.

h3
6,

Children need

fun.^07

Helen Heffernan, former Chief of the Bureau of Elemen

tary Education for the California State Department of Educa
tion, is internationally Icnown for her contributions to the
advancement of early childhood education,

Helen writes:

.. ,We hope their outdoor experiences will help
children to stretch mentally, to mature socially;

to find inspiration, relaxation, physical and
mental health close to nature; and to relate what

they leam in school to realistic problems of
. man's wise utilization of his environment.^®"
Ihe above statement contains nearly all the basic
elements of philosophy iidiich exist in California's resident

outdoor education programs.

Boautifvlly written in 1961,

it even contains the basic Idea behind the new "environ

mental education" pivjgrams blossoming in the 1970's,

Heffernan felt that outdoor experiences of a wide variety
help the learner to relate to the physical world about him

and to appreciate its infinite variety,^®^
Besides encouraging outdoor education to permeate
the entire curriculum, Heffernan believed: (1) children
need to learn some outdoor skills for survival, and (2)
children need some scientific knowledge on which to base

intelligent behavior as a participating and contributing

^®^Holley Ashcraft, "Bie Attitude of Children Toward
Outdoor Education," CaHifomia Journal of Elementary Education
26 (November 195?)s 96-101.

^®®Helen Heffernan, "Ohey Grow Nine Feet High,"
Childhood Education ijlj. (October 1967

^®9lbid.

714--78.

kh
citizen,

In. simmary, this section of the project has atteir^ted
to trace developments In educational philosophy regarding

resident outdoor education in, California,

The San Biego

pilot project brought three types of educational contributions,

and Denver Pois philosophized on the probability of firsthand
real life experiences in the out-of-doors helping to compen
sate for children's loss of a natiiral heritage,
Manley and Drury identified data on objectives'common

i to all school camps and Kenneth Pike identified kinds of ■
science concepts which can be demonstrated at the elementary j
school level*

iQ-so, Clarke and Ashcraft philosophized on

the special suitability of resident school camping for sixth
grade students*

In conclusion, Helen Heffernan expressed her belief
in the necessity for a wide variety of outdoor educatioh

experiences and identified two basic types of children's
needs.

Perhaps of most importance, was Heffernan's beauti

fully written^ concise phUbsbphy In Galifbrnia's resident
outdoor educatlbn programs;

W© know that through experience, children learh.

Outdoor education is .^unparalled means to
Intrbduaa currlculum.^^

^°Ibid.

■
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Svrvey of Philosophic KLements 3jii CaXlfomla

Piirpos© and General Description
ihe primary pnrpos© of this survey is to compare

the philosophic elements underlyir^ various California
comty and district-sponsored outdoor education programs

functioning at the present time*

This will be aocoll5)lish

ed by examining written statements in available guides and
handbooks and by developing a tool from available research
for their comparison.

A second purpose of this survey is to discover?which

and how many of the contacfced county and district-sponsored
program are advanced enough to be willing or able to supply

useful, clearly stated philosophic aims, goals and objectives.
Data for this survey was collected by means of mailing

copies of the letter enclosed in the appendix.^^^ A total
of one hundred county offices and school districts were

contacted requesting handbooks regarding resident outdoor

■

education programs.

T^on? reception of these and other printed matter, data

was sorted according to usefulness to the survey.

A format

containing elements of philosophy ^identified thi*ough review
of research in the field was constructed.

This was then used

to identify and catagorize commonalities and diffei^nces found
^^^Appendix, p.65.

among statements of beliefs, ideals and pm^poses of the

various programs under study*^^^
Limitations of the Study
Ihe nature of this stu.dy is descriptive^.

Descriptive

studies by their very nature are quickly outdated*

It is

very likely new resident outdoor education programs have
/

developed during the writing of this project*
Ihe intended scope of this project covers resident

outdoor education programs throughout the whole of Galifom
iaVs fifty-eight counties. Programs covered include both

coimty and independent district-sponsored programs*

A major

limitation here Is the unavailabll,ity of a comprehensive
Txp-to-date survey listing all or most districts participating

in resident outdoor education programs*

Siis is a major

research need in the field.

Information for this present study was taken from
the 1972 California Conservation and Environmental Education

Survey by Melanie HLade.

5his is the latest survey in exist

ence attempting to list districts and counties participating
in environmental and conservation programs in California.

Besident outdoor programs were treated as a subheading of

environmental and conservation programs, although this is
not the way they are defined in this paper.
ELade's survey received a thirty-eight percent reply by

way of questionnaire,severely Itolting the number of districts

^3Ibid., p* 72.

.

kl

contacted by this present survey.

Also, altho\igh all fifty-

eight county offices were contacted at least twice by mall,
only independent district progranus fitting the definition of
resident outdoor education found in. this project were examined.

Besponding county programs were screened tising the same
criteria.

Many of the county offices contacted either had

ho resident programs at the time of Blade's study or were
sharing the services of adjoining counties.
A second limitation of this survey is tl^at it is

based strictly upon examination of philosophic elements
extracted from printed gtiides, handbooks or bulletins which

districts and county offices were wUXlng or able to give
up and there was no way of telling really which was the case.
Programs not sending these materials are therefore included
only in the tally sheet,

Gptinty offices^ on the whole^ seemed more responsive

than districts, although some districts were very generous
with materials.

Others were willing to relinquish them only

on loan or at a price.

One district wanted a price of five

dollars for a handbook and another, a price of ten dollars.
Still others had no written guides developed, had obsolete
guides resulting from discontinued programs, or sent materials
so vague in philosophy they were useless.

ihe most interesting response came from a county super
intendent of schools who, after reading a copy of the letter
enclosed in this project, replied?

•

1^8

;'

^

:

Thank you Tor your inquiry and we wish you
success in finding a posit3.on of your dhoice®
A third limitation has to do with the actual reply

rate.

All fifty-eight counties and forty-two districts known

to have been involved in resident prograjms were contacted at
least twice by letter—a total of one hundred contacts.

A .

total of sixty-five percent of these contacts replied, though
only twenty-two percent of the one hundred sent materials
useful to this study.
In view of the low amount of useable material, there

fore, all programs matching the criteria were examined with

no attempt at randomization.

However, it seems only fair

to point out that some of the county programs are huge,

involving thousands of children. Los Angeles CJomty ^one
has nearly a dozen districts under their sponsorship.

A

look at the tally sheet will indicate the distribution of

children and districts.^^^ Also, the programs under

^

ination are spread geographically all over California.
It must be assumed at this point that districts and

counties having resident outdoor education programs vrould

be more likely,on the whole, to reply t6 siu:»veyS such as this

one and ELade^s.

ELade made a similar assumption based on ^

the fact that one main purpose of her survey was to find out

whether the legislative mandate of Senate Bill Ho. 1, signed
into law Hovember 13, 1968, was being carried out.
It must also be remembered that Elade*s suin^ey received

^^^Appendix, p. 66.

il-9

a thirty-eight percent reply rate--not particularly over
whelming, in light of her stated purpose and position in
the California Department of Education,

HLade stated that

I

many small and rural' school districts complained that it

was nearly iii^ossible for them to obtain ftinding for programs,

since they do not have the resources available to develop
and write effective grant proposals.
Organization of I^ta

Research has shown Pitzpatrick's study to be of prime
importance to the formation of existing philosophy and state—

ment of goals for modern outdoor education programs,
iU.1 nine of Fltzpatrick's goals approved by a panel
of experts in the field, will constitute the means by "which
this paper will" compare the goals of various outdoor educa

tion programs in Califomia®

Some of these goals are broad

enough to encompass the goals and objectives of recently
developed "Conservation", "Ecology" and "Environmental"
programs which fit the broad definition of "resident outdoor

education" found in this paper,

Robert E, Roth and Stanley L« Helgeson have indicated

that the development of philosophy £uad goals appropriate for

these new environmental programs is in its infancy.^^^ 55iey
show how these programs borrow philosophy and goals from
Fitzpatrick and rely on other areas of outdoor education.

^sing Pitzpatrick® s goals as a framework, objectives
11^

Roth and Helgeson, A Review of Research, p. 3#
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for outdoor education dravm from studies done by Manley and

Drury, Freeberg and Taylor, The San Diego Pilot School Camping
Project, Martin Humann Hogers, and Gabrielsen and Holt2jer
(

were examined to discover objectives common to them*

ihese

common objectives were then charted and matched to Fitspatrickis
broader goals as they appeared to fit, comprising a framework
of comparison for the various Gallfomia resident programs
under study.

Statements of beliefs, ideals and purposes extracted

from resident outdoor education handbooks and guides were ■
matched to the above framework and checked off on a frame

work grid constructed for this purpose.

Objectives were

checked off as they applied to a particular program,

ill

organized and charted data was then analyzed using siil5)le

percentage to discover answers to 'the following questions:
(r)

What percentage of contacted California resident
outdoor education programs replied to this survey?

(2)

What percent of contacted programs replied with
materials useful to this survey?

• (3) What percent of Pitzpatrick^s goals appeared
to be met by each of the programs xmder study,
scoring at least one objective match in each
of the nine goal catagories?

(Ij.)

Which goals appeared to receive the greatest,per
centage of response by all the programs examined?

(5)

VJhich goals appeared to receive the least per
centage of response by all programs examined?

Additional questions for consideration are5

(6)

What is the approximate number of children
involved in the programs imder examination?

(7) Approximately how many children and school districts
appear to be represented by programs responding
to the greatest percentage of Pitzpatrickis goals?
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Fitzpatrick*s Goals and Objectives

1.

To help realize, through education^ the rull potential of
the individual toward optimum development of the mind,
body, and spirit:
,
Objectives;

a.

To teach personal health and safety^

b.

Development of good physical and mental health
through active learning situations.

c.

Application of facts and principles derived from
experience to develop the art of critical thinking
through direct experience and through relationships.

d.

2.

Development of new interests, nevj self«-realizatlons,
and spiritual gains.

To utilize fully and constructively resources beyond the
classroom as a stimulus for learniliig and a means of
curriculum development;
Objectives:

a.

To provide direct experiences in the natural and
biological sciences.

b.

To integrate as much as possible the outdoor
experiences with the school curriculum.

0.

integrated and correlated learnings resiiLtlng^ from
a study of nature.

d.

3.

To make instruction more meaningful to the students
in such fields as science, social science, language
art, creative dramatics, and music.

To develop awareness, appreciation, and understanding of
the natural environment and man's relation to it:

a.

To teach the inportance and appreciation for natural

resources throu^ realistic projects.
Adjustment to the natural, physical environment.

k

e.

Personal discoveries, investigations and reasoning
involved in nature study.

d.

More knowledge gained about the natural world.

e«

To leam to understand and appreciate the out-of-doors»
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In^roved habits of observation (seeing rather than
merely looking). .

i|..

,

nb help the individual become self-reliant in the out
doors,

a.

To provide the opportunity for students to assume
responsibility and develop self-reliance,

b.

To teach survival in the out-of-doors,

c.

To learn good methods and procedures in camping.

To develop knowledges, skills, attitudes, and apprecia
tions for the wise use of leisure tlrae?

a.

To teach the skills involved in outdoor recreation,
such as; fishing, camping, boating, and hiking,

b.

To provide the opportunity for enjoyable fim
experiences in the out-of-doors,

6. Promote democratic human relations an.d procedures through
outdoor learning and group living experiences.

7«

a.

To teach elements of democratic living through groi^
living, planning, and sharing, .

b.

Better teacher-pupil understanding,

To help the individual become more civic-minded through
the utilization of resources within the commimity, state,
nation, and world,

a, In5>rov0ment of active-community cooperation and under
standing,

8,

To contribute to the vocational efficiency of the individ
ual by providing purposeful work experiences beyond the
classroom,

a.

To provide the opportunity for meaningfiiL work
experiences,

9»

To permit an atmosphere conducive to the aesthetic
development of the individual.

a.

Increase the capacity for scientific thinking,
creativeness, and worthwhile emotional x*eactions,

b.

Aesthetic appreciations and inspirations deri-ved
from nature.

i

■ I.
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Analys3-s of Data

Data analysis wili be presented by way of question
and answer method. ^ Questions to be answered include the
following:

(1)

Miat percentage of contacted California resident
outdoor education programs replied to, this BVTY^J^

Mswer: : sixty-five percent.
■ ■ !.

'

i

;

!

.

iz)

What percentage of contacted prograims replied
with materials usefiCL to this survey?

Answer;

twenty-two percent.

(3) What percentage of Fit;spatrich*s goals appeared
to be met by each of the programs imder study,
scoring at least one objective match in each of
the nine goal catagories?
Answer:

Santa Clara County

seventy«eight perceht

: Hereed Comty ■
Rialto School Distric*6

Los ingeles Ctounty P

slxty^seven percent

seventy-eight percent

^

Los Angeles Cit^r Schoois
Etiwanda^School Distriet

Wheatland SLementary

Hurr^ School Distriet.
Sutter County
^ /
Santa Barbara Coxmty

seventy-eight percent

San iroaquin County

seventy-height percent
eighty-nine percent
sixty-seven percent
seventy-eight percent
seventy-eight percent
sixty-seven percent
one hundred percent
eighty-nine .percent
eighty-nine percent

Monterey County .
Glenn County
Long ; Beach XSiified
Coalinga "[Mified
County

sixty-seven percent
eighty^-nihe; po3?C0nt
one hundred pei?pent
one hundred percent

Kings County
Windsor "Onion

!MLape County
Alvord "tMified

San Diego City-County

Inyo'County

(ij.)

seventy-eight percent
seventy-eight percent
sixty-seven percent
forty-four percent

;

one hundred percent

Which goals appeared to receive tdie greatest percent
age of response by all the programs examined?

Answer: Three goals received a response qf ninety
percent or higher, according to the nxmiber of

5k
' objectives checked beside each goal*

ihese goals

included:

Goal III- To help realize, through outdoor educa

tion, the ful,l potential of the indivld'-'
ual toward optiinum development of ttie
mind, body, and spirit*

Apparent response.equaled 97*6 percentj
Goal

II- To utilize fully and constructively
resources beyond the classroom as a
stinuiLus for learning and a means of
curriculum enrichment*

Apparent, response equaled 98*8 percent*

(^al

IX- To permit an atmosphere conducive to
the aesthetic development of the individ
ual ♦

;

Apparent response equaled 90*9 percent*

(5)

Which goals appeared to receive the least percent
age of response by all programs examined?

Answer: Ihree goals received a response of below
fifty percent, according to the number of objectives
checked beside each goal* These goals included:
Goal

IV- To help the individual become more selfreliant in the outdoors*
1

'

°

Apparent response equaled 28*7 percent.

(zoal VII- To help the individual become more civicminded through utilization of resources
within the community, state, nation,
and world*

Apparent resiponse equaled IpO.9 percent*
Goal vIXl- To contribute to the vocational • efficien

cy of the individual by providi:^ pur
posefiO. work experiences beyondj the
classroom*

•

Apparent response equaled

percent*

(6) What is the approximate number of children involved
in the programs under examination?

Answers

at least 6lj.,2l8*
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(7) Approximately how many children and school
districts appear to "be represented by programs
responding to the greatest percentage of'
Fitapatrich^.s goals?.

Answer:

35,909 students and fifty school

districts,

Fight programs appear to have responded to
eighty-nine percent or more of Fj.tzpatrick's

go^s, scoring at least one objective in each
of the goal catagories®

These includes

c

(a) San Diego City-County^ scoring one hundred
percent of the nine goals 'and representing
at least nineteen thousand students, eight
districts,

(b) l-bnterey County, scoring one hundred per
cent of the nine goals and representing at
least twenty-six hundred students and five
districts,

(b)

■
:

i.
;
f;

Goalinga Tlnified School District^ scoring
one hmdred percent of the nine goals and :
representing at least 189 students,

(d) Orange County, scoring one hdndred percent
or inore of the nine goals and representing
at least three thotisand students and five i
.school districts, ^
■ f , ■.
y

(e) Santa Barbara County, scoring eighty-nine
percent of the nine goals and representing
at least twenty-seven hundred students and;
eleven districts,

(f) inyo County, scoring ei^ty-nine percent
of the nine goals and representing at least
school district. The approxiiaate n\miber
of students involved was not available.

(g) San Joaquin County, scoring eighty-nine
percent of the nine goals and representing
at least four thousand students and eigh
teen school districts.

(h) Long Beach Ifaified School District? scoring
eight7/--nine percent, of the nine goals and
representing at least forty-five hmdred
students. This program, li-ke San Diego's •
became the 'model for the construction of

many resident programs in California,
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Sxmniiary
Heeds

KLements of philosophy found in modern resident out
door education programs in this country can be traced to
ancient times.

Still, the entire field of outdoor education

remains , a relatively nevj, disorganized, and unresearched
area of American education,
Bie basic research needs of the fi0l.d of outdoor

education today remain what they were ten years ago?, (1)
ln«depth research into the various historical roots of the .

field, (2) Philosophical studies,
trative studies,

(3)-

Broadened adminis

(ij.) ; Ph5)irical studies in the area of

curriculum, and learning, (5) Studies focusing on the educa
tion of teachers for outdoor instruction,

(6)

Cognitive

studies in school caiiQ)ing with i]35)ressive findings,

(7)

Further replication and validation of the more impressive

affective domain studies, as well as replication and ©scan
sion of research in cognitive and psychomotor learning.
Since resident outdoor education programs began in
this country, there has been a philosophic struggle over

the proper balance of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor
learnings "idiich should make ic resident programs.

Beside

the obvious need for research to help determine the most

effective blends of these th^e areas of learning, there
is an even greater need for a central organization which
will survey, direct, and coordinate research efforts
effectively in..areas of need*

^ei»e is a great need to disseminate all available

.

research to areas seeking to set Tip resident outdoor

■

education programs so that mmeoessary st-urabllng blocks
might be avoided, such as the confusing and overlapping

terminology which was evident thrbu^ examination of hand
books*

Shis occurred in spite of the existence of some

fine research aimed at avoiding this very problem*^

Ihe variety and niamber of resident programs in

^^

California have far outstripped sound philosophicai researi^^^' -: ^
done in support of them.

Public demand for these programs

•

is on the increase and is creating an even greater need for
a central organisation to survey, direct and coordinate

research efforts in areas of need^

It is not.likely much

'

progress in the field will be made xmt11 Ikiis occurs.

^

2he philosophic studies done by Fitzpatrick, Kogers,

and a few others who studied the writings of isharp. Smith
a^

^

other writers in the field of American outdoor education

did mudh to give purpose and direction to resident programs

throughout the country. 2he work of these men helped devjalop
a rationale for outdoor education and traced tha roots of

School camping to Pestalozzl, Spencer, Bousseau, Hobart, and

Of prime Importance to Ihe present study was Pitzpatrick's

attempt to d^elop a statement of philosophy for outdoor v
education and to Identify its goals.

Fitzpatrick's nine /

goals of outdoor education, submitted to, and approved by
three juries of ten persons each in outdoor educatlonj^ stand

s
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today as tiie best available standard of philosophic com
parison for modern resident outdoor ©dncation programs«
Conclusions and Observations

A number of conclusions are suggested by examination

of information in the handbooks available for this present
study®

First, it appears that designers of resident outdoor

education programs based more of their research efforts on
examining usable phiIl»osophy of successful programs already

in operation than on examination of actual available phjLLos
phic studies done in outdoor education*

Secondly, analysis of data reveals that twenty-tx^rb
percent of contacted programs replied with materials useful

to this survey,

2his was partly due to necessary rejection

of many handbooks "which made it appear as though programs
these handbooks represented were operating without any
clearly written philosophy at all, even though some of these
programs had been operation a nimiber of years and involved

large numbers of children.

Other programs rejected for study

contained philosophic statements so vague and brief they we3?e
useless,

5here was a definite need for more clearly defined

and stated philosophy in terms of aims, purposes, goals,
and objectives,

A third observation involves the fact that, al"though
only six of the "twenty-two surveyed programs met less than
seventy-eight percent of Fitsspatrick's goals, scoring at

least one objective match in each of the nine goal catagories,
only eight programs scored,higher than seventy-eight percent.
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l^hen it 13 realized that only one goal separates a seventyeight from an.eighty-nine percent ratings It becomes obvious

that the.philosophic differences separating most of the pro
grams was slight in terms of total goa3.s met,

A mean average

of eighty percent of Pitzpatrick*s nine goals appeared to
be met by the programs nnder stndy*

Only four programs appeared to meet all nine of

Pitzpatrick's goals.

One of these, the San Diego City-County

program, is the oldest and probably the most successful

program in Califoa?nia,

Because of this, it has remained

prestigious model for emu!l.ation by budding resident prograxjis
for years." It is therefore a bit surprising to find only
four programs appearing to meet all nine of Pitzpatrick's
goals,

~

Siree of Pitzpatrick's nine goals showed a very high
match-15) percentage with all of the objectives within each

of their respective goal catagories,

A mean average match

up of at least ninety percent was achieved by each of these

three goals among the twenty-two programs analyzed.

It

appesLTS ttiat a very strong en^hasis is placed presently in

California's resident outdoor education programs on the
following goals and their objectivess

Goal III- To help realize, through outdoor education, the
full potential of the individual toward optimum
development of the mind, body, and spirit.
Objectives:

(1)

To teach the importance and appreciation
for natural resources through projects.
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(2)

Adjustment to the natural, physical
environment*

(3)

To develop the processes of discovery,
investigation, and reasonings

(i|.)

To ga5.n knowledge aboiit the natujral world.

(5)

To understand and appreciate the out-of-doors.

(6) To iittpr^ve powers of observation.
Goal

H- To utilize fully and constructively resources
beyond the classroom as a. stimulus for learning
and a means of curriculum, enridunent.

Objectives:

(1)

To gain direct experiences 3Ji the natxiral
sciences.

(2)

To integrate outdoor and classroom experiences.

(3) ^ gain integrate-correlated learnings from
nature study.
\

(Ij.)
Goal

Meaningful instruction In various fields.

IX- To permit an atmosphere conducive to the aesthetic
development of the individual.

Objectives:

(1) To increase the capacity for scientific
thinking, creativeness, and emotional reactions.

(2) To develop aesthetic appreciations and
inspirations from nature.

Goals I, V, and VI appeared to receive good support
from the programs examined, scoring mean average goal-objective

match-ups of between sixty-five and seventy-eight percent.

It is felt that Goal I- Development of mind, body, and spirit,
was expressed more vaguely in the handbooks and guides examin-^
ed than were the other goals.

It was also felt that Goals V

and VI were stated rathe3;* clearly In the literature examined

and represent a persistence of belief in Values idiich appeared
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very early in the history of school canning•
. referred to here respectively are; (1)

ihe goals

Wise use of leisure

time, and, (2) Sie development of democratic relationships
through groiap living ex^jerienoes,

Groal VI has two objectives vjorth considering here;

(1) To teach elements of democratic living, and (2) To
promote better teacher-pupi3. understending

Examination of

available literature showed better than a two-to-one response
in favor of the first of the above objectives^

It is difficult
r

to understand the lack of stress on better teacher-pt^il under
standing in light of stresses made on social gains in other
areas and in view of the research done on teacher-pup51,
relationships.

S©lf~reliance in the out-of-doors, as a goal of out
door education, appears to be a remnant of earlier pre
^California programs which was left by the wayside in favor"

of other goals. It received a mean goal-objective match-up
response of less 'than thirty percent from all programs
examined.

Response to the objectives of teaching survival

in the.out-of-doors and learning methods and procedures in
camping was extremely minimal

each of these objectives

receiving only four responses each.

Development of Civic-mindedness and contribution to

vocationsQ. efficiency are hold-overs from old IT.E.A. goals
and objectives vjhich formed the framework of early outdoor
education programs in this coiaitry.

Examination of current

resident program literature in California, however, reveals
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^

^

less tiian a forty«six percent mean average goal-objective
response for both of these goals»

dhere arOi signs, however,

that the , newly developing environmental and ecology programs

,

■ in California are placing renewed stress on coimnnnity cooper
ation and involvement in the solntion to man's environmental

problems.

A few, in fact, see man himself as a natviral

resoirrce to be developed to his potential on the way to the
solution of these problems,

G3ae idea of school camping being primarily suitable

mentally and physically for sixth graders has been acted , * .

on for years without conclusive evidence to support it,

'

Other unresolved and questioned concepts include the most

effective length of can^jing experiences for youngsters,
as well as the effectiveness of direct community and parent

involvement in resident programs at the canpsite.
Is it possible a shorter stay at carp co\iLd be made^
to provide significant gains in the affective, cognitive,
and psychomotor domains, thereby saving a district consider

able operating expense?

WbuLd the substitution of lay people

and paraprofessionals on the caiping staff for credentialed

persoimel give students a better feeling of personal community
involvement, reach areas of a student's personality hitherto

unexplored by a st^f of professiohis, and save the distriet
considerable money at the same time?
An Overview
-

Analysis of data received for this survey revealed

the existence of a great number of resident programs ^ich

^3

were either "unwUling or unable to give iip usefxiL guides
Tor examination.

Equally evident was the cooperation and

e3]5)athy displayed by sponsors of other programs^
Viex-fed in the light of past history, examination of

tlie information received suggests a number of significant ,
changes in philosophic enchases which have taken place in

resident outdoor education over the years*

An early

emphasis on physical psychomotor learnings in the thirties
and early forties gave way in the nineteen fifties to an

en^hasis on cognitive learnings in discipline areas and
\

affective learning, with strong undertones of social and
democratic living*
The nineteen sixties continued the trend of the

fifties, stressing natural science as being of primary
in^jortance.

Conservation of natural resources was an

in5)ortant aspect of these programs but would becoiJie of

vital ir^ortance to resident programs of the seventies,
in spite of predictions that outdoor education wo1:3.d retuiTi

to a better balance of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor
learning.

Partly proB5)ted by state mandate, California resident
programs took a new philosophical twist in the nineteen

seventies.

Some new "environmental" programs stress the

in5>ortance of man relating to and understanding his total
environment, not just his natural resoxxrces.

In some of these new programs, man himself is re

garded as a prime natural resource to be devel^oped throu^

■

6k.

the integration of natviral, social, and behavioral sciences.

One such program considers man to be the greatest of all
natiu:»al resources.

It operates on the premise that inan has

been out of touch with nature for so long that human person
ality itself must be shaped and developed, and sensory aware

ness taught in order for man to regain a true understanding
and appreciation of his task of conserving and developing

his environment.

Elaborate centers for the natural, physicaJ.,

social, and behavioral sciences are included in the master
plan,

Eie current emphasis of most of the new Cal.ifomia

resident outdoor education "environmental.", "conservation",

and "ecology" programs available for examination appears to
place heavy stress on the natural and physical sciences,
with more eii5)hasis on the physical sciences than was evident

in older programs. Possibly this is partially due to the
highly technical nature of many environmental problems
immediately at hand.

It mi^t be interesting in the future,

however, to see whether or not these new programs meet the
needs of homian beings as well as some of the more traditional,
established programs.

Most of the newer "environmental" and "ecology" pro
grams give lip service, at least, to. the ingjortance of
community education and its involvement in the effort to

solve environmental problems.

Few of the older, more tradition

al resident programs appeared to do this in tlieir guides.
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APPENDIX

Daniel Hynes

31Lj, FTaiiidin Avenue
Hedlsjids^ Callfomia
0007 o

Judy"'26, 197lj.

Dear Sirs;

Would you please laall me a copy of your resident

outdoor education handbook (school, camping)^

I am presently

involved in Master's degree research concerned with surveying
philosophic differences and commonalities among resident
outdoor education programs in -California's schools,
research and communications with V/illiam Hammerman and

Rudolph Schafer have convinced me of the great need for
philosophic research studies in outdoor education.

Your

cooperation ifould help to further organized research in a
relatively unorganized hut worthwhile area of education.
Appreciatively yours,

Daniel Eynes

I
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Nijimber of Districts Sharing Comty-Sponsored Programs
COUNTY

APPROX. NO. STUDENTS

BUTTS

NO. OF DISTRICTS

160

COL USA

NOT AVMLAHOS ,

30

GOH-ISNT
USE SHASTA PROG.
USE SHASTA PROG.

2

(SENT NOTElING-)
230

■ CEiENN

INYO

3

NOT AVAJLABLE

KINGS

1

3j.000

NOT AVAILAHOE

\

LOS ANGPLES

3,500

PIERCED

2,000

9 "

MONTEREY

2i600

5(ropli©d)

11

USE PI/iDERA. PROG,

(SENT NOTHING)
NEVADA

13

ORANGE

3,000

PLACER

300

5
NOT AVAILABLE

2,700

11

SANTA CLARA

8^500

9

71^9

3

19,000

8

SAN JOAQXJIN

i4.,000

18

SUTTER

1,372

10

TILARE

3,000

8

■^DBA

1,500

5

SAN DIEOO

SAGRAJiENTO PROG.

(SENT NOTHING)

SANTA BARBABA

SANTA CRTJZ

USE SUTTER PROG,

1

55,651|.

WITH SANTA CRUZ

USE SUTTER PROG.

109 DISTRICTS INVOLVED

Independent District Programs Responding with Useful Material
DISTRICT

APPROX. NO. STUDENTS

RIM. TO
LOS ANGELES CITY

950
NOT AVAIL,

ETIV/ANDA

WHEAOLAND ELEIio

5o

1,500

MURRAY SCHOOL DIST.

600

DISTRICT

APPROX. NO. STUDEITTS

WINDSOR UNION

ICQ

AL VORD UNIFIED

675

LONG ^EACH UNIFIED
COALINGA UNIFIED

TOTAL NO.-

1^500
l89

8,56i|.

I
Survey -Reply Tally Sheet— Goimty. Programs

COIIIn-TY

# STUDENTS

ALAI-IEDA

N.A.

YES

ALPII®

N.A.

NO

AMADOR

NONE

YES

160

.BUTTE

CALAVERAS

NONE

COLUSA

RESIDENT PROGRAM

USEPUL GUIDE
N.A,

NONE APPAREImT

N.A,

N.A.

NO

NO
YES-USE SHASTA

USE SHASTA
GO. GUIDE

YES

GOUN'I'Y PR0GRAI4

YES

NO
UNDER SUTTER

NO

NO

COUl^TY
iO PROGRAM

N.A.

JO

CONTRA COSTA

N.A.

NO

N.A.

N.A,

DPL NORTE

N.A.

NO

N.A,

N.A.

PL DORADO

N.A.

NO

N.A,

FRESNO

JxPOP.,

GLENN

YES

.

N.A.
NO--TOO BRIEF
FOR USE

YES
YES

YES

230

HUMBOLDT

6

REH^Y

YES

NO-TOO BRIEI
..FOR USE ■

N.A.

YES

YES

NONE

YES

NO

NONE .

INYO

N.A.

YES .

YES •

YES

KERN

N.A.

NO

N.A."

N.A.

KINGS

3,000

YES

YES

NO

N.A.

IMPERIAL ..

..

.

.

LAKE

N.A.

LASSEN

N;A.

NO

N.A. .

LOS ANGELES

3;5oo

YES

YES

r

MADERA

N.A.

NO

N.A.

-

YES

, (ENfVIROHMENTAL)

YES

■

N.A.
N.A.

YES

N.A.
NO-TOO BRIE]
■FOR USE ■

2i^00

YES

NONE ,

YES

MENDOCING

NONE

YES

MERCED

2,000

YES

YES

MODOC

NONE

YES

NO

NO

HONG

NONE

YES

NO

NO

HARIN
HARIPOSA

-

.
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^

NO

NONE
. ;

NONE

USEPIL
■BILLETINS

COUNTI

# STUDENTS

REPLY

MONTEREY

26,000

YES

NAPA

NOJJE

YES

NEVADA

N.A,

GRANDE

3.000

YES

PLACER

300

YES

PL DMAS

NONE

YES

• YES

RESIDENT PROGRAM' USEFUL GUIDE

YES

YES

NONE
SUTTER

NO

"YES^USE SUTTER
COUNTY PROGRAH

GUIDE . '

,

YES
USE SACRA

YES
YESs»USE SAGRA-^
MEN TO GO. PROG.

MENTO GUIDE
NONE

NO

NO«ALVORD DIST.
RIVERSIDE

YES

NONE

NOI^IE
BRIEF
PHILOSOPHY

ONLY

YES

U-jOoo

YES

SAN BEi^ITO

NONE

YES

SAN BERNARDINO

NONE"

YES

.SACRAMENTO

SAN DIEGO

19.000

SAN FRANCISCO

N.A.

SAIT JOAQUIN

YES '

(ENVIROITMSNTAL)

N.A,

YES

N.A.

N.A.

NO

i|.,000

NONE

NO

YES-CITY
COUNTY PROGRAl-I

YES

^ YES

ENVIRO,M'IENT

i

SAN liTJIS OBISPO N.A-,
SAN MATEO

YES

il.200

YES

^

BRIEF
PHILOSOPHY
BULLETIN

NO
S
o

N.A.

YES
YES
i

SANTA BARBARA

YES

2.700

• (ENVIRONMENTAL)
]

YES

YES

SANTA CLARA

6,500

YES

TRI-COUNTY

YES
NONE OF

YES-SHARE WITH

SANTA CRtJZ

..

THEIR OWi'J

711-9

YES

N.A.

NO

N.A.

N.A.

SISKIYOU

NONE

YES

NO

NONE

SCLANO

N.A.

NO

N.A.

SONOMA

2,000

YES

YES

N.A.

STANISLAUS

N.A.

NO

N.A.

N.A.

SUTTER

1.372

YES

YES

YES

TEHAI-IA

N.A.

YES

NO

tLO.OO

TRINITY

NONE

YES

NO

NONE

TULABE

3,000

YES

YES

YES

SHASTA

MONTEREY GOUIITY
1

SIERRA

.
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■ NiA.

,

GOimTY

# STUDEI^ITS

U

TUOLl'JME

NONE

YES

NO

VSHTORA

N.A.

YES

NO

YOLO

N.A.

NO

N,A,

YOBA

1,^00

YES

YES

69

r ULi

•

LrUX-UXb

NO^JE
NO

'N,A.
■
'

STJTTER
GUIDE

Survey Reply Tally Sheet-'-Independent Districts

STUDENTS

YES

YES

600

NO

xS f» .

N•A.

YES

NO

N.A.

COUNTY

REPLY

MURRAY SLEI4,

ALAI^IEDA

YES

FREMONT IINIP.

AL.AVEDA

CAL IVERAS

.CALAVERAS UNIF.
MT, DIAao

h

USSFOL
GUIDE

DISTRICT;

RESIDENT
PROGRAPi

CONTRA COSTA YES

■

YES .

•»-300

5.000

-N.A.

SILVER PPRK FLEM. EL DORADO

NO

N.A.

MENDOTA ELEM.

FRESNO

NO"^'

N.A.

N.A.
COUNShI.ORS

CO.ALINGA UNIP,

FRESNO

YES

YES

GUIDE USEFUL l89

VIESTSIDE FLEr4.

FRESNO

NO

N.A,•

N.A.

"5<"120

He CASE ELEH, .

E'lPERIAL

NO

N.A.

N.A,

•X'liO

SEELEY FLEIvl.

BIPERIAL

NO

N.A,

N.A.
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OVIENS VALLEY UNIP. INYO

NO ■

N.A,

N.A.

mmAY SLEM.

NO-

N.A. .

N.A.

LITTLE LAKE FLEH. LOS ANGELES NO

N.A.

N.A.

LONG BEACH

LOS ANGELES

YE!S

YES

V/ISEBURN ELEvj, :

LOS ANGELES

NO

N.A.'

POMONA UNIP.

LOS ANGELES

YES

SANTA.MONicA' Ull.

-

KBRN

N.A.

,

- NONE)

LOS ANGELES

YES ■

'i

YES'

r ; YES'

PHiLERTON FLEI^I.

ORANGE

NO

PALO VERjDEi . .

RIVERSIDE

NO r .

.

HESPSRIA ■ ■ - ■ ■ ■■

RIVERSIDE

:

ETViJAmA

^60
,

■SAVT BERNARDINO Y'ES

Sm BERITARDINO YES
LOS AITG5LES,. . YES

70"

N.A. :
YES

■

YES ■ ; :

i;,5oo

N.A,

•J{-300

^NONS

75
,

:

changed:'' . NO-:

.

N.A.

COUNTY'GUIDE 1200'' '

' N.A. ^

.

YES :

6R0 GRANDE ELEM. SAN BERNARDINO NO
RXALTO XmiP,

'

«-120

N.A.

BTLLETINS

; PR0GRAI4 , .

;ALVORD

/ ^:-l8

LOS AITGELES

kODOC-TlLAKE UN. MODOC

f

NUlffiER

.

N.A."

N.A. ;

w80'h i

N,A. ;

•5^90

SOHEV/HAT '
^N.A.

'

150 V.

NOITS

OPERATED
BY RIALTO

N.A.

YES

YES

IT, A,

YES

YES

152.

,

25

RESIDENT
PROGRAl-1

ra-lBSK

USSPUL
GUIDE

.

STUEENTS

■DISTRICT:

COUNTY

REPLY

ENCBJTAS ELEM,

SAN DIEGO

NO

N.A.

N.A. , ,

200

VISTA IJIIIP.

SAN DIEGO

YES

NO

NO

3.000

v^HISMAlI ELEJ-U .

SANTA CLARA YES

YES

NONE

-

2I4.O

1
is;

!

SAKTA CI,ARA UH.

SANTA CLARA YES

; ■ YES

BULLETrn
1

[
)

N.A.

McGLOUD ElEIi.

SISKIYOTJ

NO

DIXON UITIP.

SOLANO

YES

YES

tlO.OO

YES

NO ■

NONE

YES

YES

N.A,

PAIREHLD- SUISTO
LOS AXGELES CITY

SOLANO

■ ' ' N»A,

LOS ANGELES YES

130

^^U-O

PINSR-OLIVET^

SONOPIA

NO

N«A,

N.A.

N.A.

SANTA ROSA ,

SONOMA

NO

N.A.

N.A.

'tUA.

HERi^DSBimG .

SONOMA

NO

- N.A.

VmTDSOR ™ioN

SONOMA

YES

YES .

YES

100

PARADISE' S^EI-I.

STANISLAUS

YES

YES

NO

75

TTJBLGCK

STANISLAUS

NO

N.A.

DAVIS UlTIP.

YOLO

NO

mEAILAm) ELEM.

YUBA

YES

"l

»12i_

■

. ■ N. A.

N.A. / ■ . A N.A.' /■■ ■
YES

BRIEF

100

600

ii5oo

II.A. me sins information not available.

^ means a program existed at the-time of Melanie Blade's
California Conservation and ^Environmental Education S-urvey«'1971«
She number of students involved were taken from this survey, for

the most part, as very few materials received listed this infor
mation.

Biese figures, therefore, serve as only very rough

approximations of present program enrollments^
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ing outdoor education,

Haiaraerman, Donald. "Outdoor Teacher Education."
Education Iji;. (October 196?): 93-5.

Childhood

A good description of the pre-service teacher's
experience in tlrieir training of the University Field
Car^jus Outdoor School. Contains statements concerning
the philosophic backgroxuid of outdoor education,

Heffeman, Helen. "They Grow Nine Feet High,"
Education Iih (October 1967): 74-o,

Childhood

Helen Heffeman was the former Chief, Bureau of

Elementary Education for the Calii'omia State Depart
ment of Education,

This article contains much of her

philosophy concerning outdoor education.

A very valuable

philosophical resource.

Pike,

Kenneth,

"Outdoor Education Contributes to Science and

Conservation Education,"

California Journal of Education#'

26 (November 1957): 79-86,
Identifies specific cognitive aspects of science
"Which can be demonstrated effectively in outdoor educa

tion programs at the elementary school level:

(1)

those which are concerned with understanding the nature

of the visible world, and (2) those lAiich are concerned
vrith relationships between forms.

He goes on to outline

specific concepts to be ta-ught,

Seman, P. L, "California's Pilot Project in Outdoor Education,"
California Journal of Secondary Education 26 (Hai'di

195-1): il-91-i}-.

Good backgromd into the San Diego City and

. V^

' ■;

Co\m"ty ventvire which served as a model for so many

resident outdoor education programs in California.
!Ihis article' mentions how the heal-th, social living,
and camping aspects were stressed in 19^6 as compared
to the nat'ural science stress which came in the 50's,

Sharp, L.B,

"Ihe Place of Outdoor Education in the Education

of Children," Education 73 (September 1952): 22-6.
Contains the basic premise upon which all out
door education is fouinded as well as other key elements
of his philosophy on outdoor education.
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Smith, Jtilian w, "Camping and Outdoor Education."
Executive 68 (April 19I1.9): 60-I.

School

Contains a very comprehensive and clearly
stated philosophic definition of "outdoor education".
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